Be sure to ask your legislator to take a photo with your group during legislative visits and
tag @aiapennsylvania on twitter, instagram, or facebook #archadvcy #architectsactionday

ARCHITECTS ADVOCACY BLUEPRINT
ASK FOR SUPPORT of HB 223 (Sonney) & SB 432
(Rafferty) for the health, safety, and welfare of the public.

MANDATORY CONTINUING EDUCATION (MCE)

Pennsylvania is one of 5 states that does not require MCE for
architects. Architects are one of the only licensed professionals
without a MCE requirement in Pennsylvania.
notes/talking points/anecdotes

APPLY stories from your profession that emphasize the
importance of CE for the health, safety, and welfare of
the public.

THANK
YOU

THANK legislators for the establishment of the PlanCon

Advisorty Committee and bringing AIA Pennsylvania to the table
as as key resource in reviewing and making recommendations
related to the program for state reimbursement for school
construction

RECOMMENDATIONS
> Simplify the reimbursement formula
> Provide accelerated process for emergency projects
> Allow school districts to bundle projects that are needed at
more than one building
> Maintain the green building reimbursement
> Provide incentives for school districts to retain and repurpose
existing school buildings, when justification indicates reuse is
worth of renovation

RECOMMENDATIONS
> Updated school facility safety assessments to gain a better
understanding of the scope of work that needs to be done to
secure our schools
> Establishment of a statewide emergency management plan for
the design and configuration of school buildings
> Publishing of an assessment tool to use as a guideline for
school districts to gauge priorities
> We suggest a group of architects, contractors, teachers,
students, and law enformcement to develop these assets

SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION

Architects are the school construction and PlanCon experts. The
state needs to remain involved in funding k12 construction and
architects are the best position to lead that discussion.
PlanCon is a state-run reimbursement mechanism for local
school construction. There is currently a moratorium on PlanCon
funding and the PlanCon Advisory Committee is working on a
PlanCon rewrite.

SAFER SCHOOLS BY DESIGN

As a professional organization that represents architects, we do
not have all the answers to solving the problems of violence and
terrorism in our schools. One thing we can provide is our
expertise as designers, creative thinkers, and guardians of the
public’s health, safety, and welfare.

HIGH PERFORMANCE BUILDINGS

ARCHITECTS ADVOCACY BLUEPRINT

aler:
ASK FOR SUPPORT of SB 234 Blake & Reschenthaler
> Establishes Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy
Financing (C-PACE), a tool for businesses to invest in
cost-saving energy efficiency projects. C-PACE programs are
voluntary and do not require any public funds.

AIA Pennsylvania promotes effective energy and environmental
standards for construction to optimize the performance of
buildings in the commonwealth, increase jobs, and save money
over the life cycle of the building.
notes/talking points/anecdotes

ASK FOR SUPPORT of SB 415 Rafferty
> Requires that the design, construction, and renovation of
state government buildings comply with specified energy and
environmental building standards.

ASK FOR SUPPORT of SB 954 Wagner

RECOMMENDATION
> The Statute of Repose in Pennsylvania is currently 12
years and we would like to see it reduced to 6 years
commensurate with the states listed on the Statute of
Repose issue brief.

ASK FOR SUPPORT
of SB 459 Argall
RECOMMENDATIONS
> The Neighborhood Restoration Act would create a
program allowing architecture students to work in
underserved areas of the Commonwealth in exchange for
assistance with their student loans.
> SB 459 will help promote sustainable economic
development and jobs by ensuring aspiring architects are
able to gain valuable experience while giving back to their
communities designing public projects such as schools,
health clinics, housing facilities and libraries.

STATUTE OF REPOSE

Without legislation to protect design professionals from
unlimited liability, it might be possible for an architect to be
sued for an injury suffered in or around a building that was
designed many years prior, even when the injury is a result of
improper maintenance, accomplished renovations since the
building was put into commission, or other causes beyond the
architect’s control.

STUDENT LOAN FORGIVENESS

The average architecture student with a five year Bachelors
degree graduates with over $42,000 in student loan debt,
ranking architecture as one of the disciplines with the highest
loan balances in the country. The design and construction
industry faces a severe shortage of talent, at exactly the moment
the Commonwealth needs to start rebuilding and revitalizing our
blighted communities.

